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The paper is composed of three (31 main Sections as follows:

Section I: Thirteen {131 compulsory questions. 55 marks

Section II: Attempt any three (3) out of five questions. 3O marks

Section III: Attempt any one (1| out of three questions. 15 marks

Note:

Eaery candidate is required to carefullg complg urith the

aboae instnrctiotts. Penaltg measures uill be applied ott

their strict considerdtiott.
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Section I. Thirteen (131 Compulsory questions 55 marks

rr
I

I

01. Give the meaning of the following terms:

Hotel guest, banquet, hospitality. 6 marks

O2. Discuss the difference between customer and client. 2 marks

O3. When the term.ileotel" used at the first time and in which country?

2 marks

O4. What a five-star hotel means? 2 marks

O5. Compare hostel and hotel, then you give difference between them.

3 marks

O6. Hotel has many aims of reservation, Give any five among them.

5 marks

Q7. Discuss why some hotel employees give bad service. 5 marks

08. Public relation specialist has to follow principles in order to achieve

successful his work, what are they? 5 marks

O9. List any five key components of the leisure and tourism industry.

5 marks

10. Classiff and explain the needs of hotel guest According to Maslow.

11.

12.

13.

List any five importance of public relation.

Write any five responsibilities of front office manager.

5 marks

5 marks

5-marks

Use three examples to each class by classiflring hospitality industry.

5 marks
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Section II. Choose and Answer any three (31 questions 3O marks

14. Talk about the impact of hotel on Rwanda economy development.

1O marks

15, Describe any three areas that attract tourists in Rwanda and their

uniqueness. 1O matks

16. Why is important to use reservation form in hotel? 1O marks

L7, State the aim of the Philips 6.6 methodologz and explain how it works.

1O marks

18. Discuss on functions of downward communication. 1O marks

Section III. Choose and Answer any one (1) question 15 marks

19. What conditions should affect better performance of hotel, and how?

2O. Discuss in detail the process of reservation?

. 2t, For the categories of hotel guest here below, list their needs in

accordance with the traveling reason.

a) Leisure guest

bf Business travelers

c| Family travelers
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